P rodu c t Pa ges

Performance Reporting

Environmental

Make the transition to a
resource-efficient economy.
•Track and reduce organisational emissions
•Understand and optimise raw material usage
•Automate and schedule regular reports
•Monitor performance against reduction targets
•Meet corporate social responsbility targets

More Than Just Tracking Emissions

Intelligent Alerts

AVA’s EPR module doesn’t just help you to track your
raw material consumption and carbon footprint. It helps
you to reduce them.

AVA’s EPR module can do much of the monthly
emissions tracking for you.

Whether your goal is to reduce water usage, electricity
consumption or any other raw material consultion - AVA
help you to identify areas for improvement, set remedial
actions and see them through to completion.

AVA can alert you when you emissions or usage hit
editable threasholds. Ensuring you can stay up to date if
usage goes above acceptable levels, or if it reduces to
your target.

Targeted Usage Campaigns
Meet your CSR goals by tracking and then reducing
consumption and emissions. AVA’s incredible data
visualisation tools give you a helicopter view of where
you need to focus your emissions campaigns -by
region, country or right down to site level. You can then
quickly identify top and bottom performers and target
campaigns accordingly.

Key Benefits
Scale Environmental & Fiscal Savings

Never Miss a Reading

For organisations large and small - AVA’s EPR module helps
you to save the environment and improve your balance sheet.

AVA’s scheduler can help you to manage reading dates. Timely
reminders and various input methods - including Microsoft Excel
upload - ensure all readings are entered on time.

Using AVA’s hierarchical site structure, managers can see what
works at site level, and then scale successful campaigns all the
way to global level.

Turn Insight Into Action
AVA’s EPR module helps you cut emissions - not just through
analysis - but through action. Action Tracking is seamlessly
integrated through all AVA modules - so you can set actions,
manage campaigns and track them through to completion - all
from within AVA’s ease to use interface.

For all overdue readings - reminders, alerts and AVA’s in-built
Action Tracking and Workflow Engine, ensure they won’t be
overdue for long.

Demonstrable Environmental Compliance
AVA’s data visualisation tools are the perfect opportunity
to demonstrate compliance. Use AVA’s market leading
Dashboards and Reporting module to provide executives
and regulatory bodies with the information they need.

Key Features
Measure & Manage Consumption
•Input consumption figures easily
•Configure units with inbuilt converter
•Create an unlimited number of data capture templates

Configurable Workflows
•Workflows power all actions in AVA
•Use Workflows to set or escalate actions
•Take ownership of consumption reduction
across your entire organisation

Query Builder
•Slice and dice your data to understand the metrics important
to you
•Use rolling date ranges for real-time reporting
•Save querys and add them to dashboard

Data Visualisation
•Establish patterns and common emission spikes
•Visualise data as tiles or best practice graph styles
•Create EPR-specific dashboards
•Share dashboards with any other AVA user

Environmental KPIs
• Set intelligent usage alerts
•DEFRA greenhouse gas emission factors
•Intensity ration reporting
• Definable scope for direct and indirect emissions
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